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Abstract
Many applications of machine learning in science and medicine, including molecu-
lar property and protein function prediction, can be cast as problems of predicting
some properties of graphs, where having good graph representations is critical.
However, two key challenges in these domains are (1) extreme scarcity of labeled
data due to expensive lab experiments, and (2) needing to extrapolate to test graphs
that are structurally different from those seen during training. In this paper, we
explore pre-training to address both of these challenges. In particular, working with
Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) for representation learning of graphs, we wish to
obtain node representations that (1) capture similarity of nodes’ network neighbor-
hood structure, (2) can be composed to give accurate graph-level representations,
and (3) capture domain-knowledge. To achieve these goals, we propose a series of
methods to pre-train GNNs at both the node-level and the graph-level, using both
unlabeled data and labeled data from related auxiliary supervised tasks. We perform
extensive evaluation on two applications, molecular property and protein function
prediction. We observe that performing only graph-level supervised pre-training
often leads to marginal performance gain or even can worsen the performance com-
pared to non-pre-trained models. On the other hand, effectively combining both
node- and graph-level pre-training techniques significantly improves generalization
to out-of-distribution graphs, consistently outperforming non-pre-trained GNNs
across 8 datasets in molecular property prediction (resp. 40 tasks in protein function
prediction), with the average ROC-AUC improvement of 7.2% (resp. 11.7%).
1 Introduction
Many problems in scientific domains, such as chemistry and biology, can be cast as the prediction of
some property of a graph. For example, in chemistry, predicting chemical properties such as toxicity
of molecules is important to accelerate drug discovery, where molecules are naturally represented
by molecular graphs [9, 23, 13, 21, 52, 56]. In biology, identifying the functionality of proteins is
important to find proteins that associate with a certain disease, where proteins are represented by
local protein-protein interaction (PPI) graphs [57, 55]. Supervised learning of graphs, especially
with Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) [26, 15, 59, 53], has shown promising results in these domains
[64, 56, 13, 60].
Despite the promise, there remain two key challenges in applying GNNs to these scientific domains:
(1) the extreme scarcity of labeled data, and (2) out-of-distribution prediction, where the graphs in the
training set can have very different structural properties from those in the test set. First, task-specific
data labeling is a costly and time consuming procedure typically performed in wet lab environments.
Consequently, conventional GNNs can easily overfit to the small training datasets. Second, many
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Figure 1: (a) Categorization of the pre-training methods for GNNs. Crucially, our methods, i.e.,
Context Prediction, Masking, and graph-level supervised pre-training, cover both node-level and
graph-level pre-training. (b) Node and graph embeddings obtained by different pre-training strategies.
(b.i) When only node-level pre-training is used, nodes of different shapes (semantically different
nodes) can be well separated, however, the node embeddings are not composable, and thus resulting
graph embeddings (denoted by their classes, + and −) that are created by pooling embeddings of
individual nodes are not separable. (b.ii) With graph-level pre-training only, graph embeddings
are well separated, however the embeddings of individual nodes do not necessarily capture their
domain-specific semantics. (b.iii) High-quality node embeddings are such that nodes of different
types are well separated, while at the same time, the embedding space is also composable. This allows
for accurate and robust representations of entire graphs, which allows robust transfer of pre-trained
models to a variety of downstream tasks.
scientific applications naturally involve out-of-distribution prediction. For example, one may want to
predict chemical properties of newly-synthesized molecules which are often structurally different
from the training molecules, or one may want to predict functionality of proteins from a new species
that has different PPI network structure than previously studied species. Unfortunately, deep learning
models are known to be extremely poor at out-of-distribution prediction [20, 16].
One promising approach to address the above two challenges is to pre-train GNNs using large
amounts of easily-accessible unlabeled data as well as relatively easily-accessible labeled data that
comes from related auxiliary tasks. For example, to perform a variety of downstream molecular
property prediction tasks (e.g., predicting toxicity or enzyme binding), one could use large amounts of
easily-accessible molecule data to pre-train a model to capture chemistry domain knowledge, such as
valency and chemical properties of different functional groups. Afterwards, very little hard-to-obtain
labeled data would be needed to specialize the pre-trained model to the given downstream prediction
task. Beyond its benefit of increasing data efficiency, pre-training could also improve predictive
performance in out-of-distribution samples [16]. Therefore, pre-training could provide an attractive
solution to the above two challenges. However, currently there exists no systematic investigation of
potential strategies for pre-training GNNs and their effectiveness. In fact, as we see in our experiments,
naïve pre-training of GNNs can often only give marginal increase in generalization performance on
downstream tasks, and sometimes even worsen the performance compared to non-pre-trained models.
In this paper, we examine effective pre-training approaches to graph representation learning using
GNNs. Our key observation is that GNNs obtain a representation of an entire graph by combining
the following two steps [13]: (1) recursively aggregating neighboring information to obtain low-
dimensional node embeddings that capture neighborhood structure, and (2) pooling/composing node
embeddings to obtain a representation of the entire graph. Based on this observation, our goals for
pre-training GNNs are to produce node embeddings that:
1. capture structural similarity of nodes’ network neighborhoods.
2. are composable so that node embeddings can be pooled into an accurate graph-level repre-
sentation.
3. capture domain-knowledge at the level of individual nodes and entire graphs.
Our approach to achieve these goals, which we briefly summarize below, is categorized in Figure 1 (a).
Importantly, we aim to pre-train GNNs both at the level of individual nodes as well as entire graphs,
which provides composability of embeddings as it builds a bridge between local node embeddings and
the global graph embeddings, as illustrated in Figure 1 (b.iii). This is in contrast to naïve approaches
to pre-train GNNs, i.e., either only apply an (off-the-shelf) unsupervised node representation learning
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technique, as illustrated in Figure 1 (b.i), or only perform supervised pre-training to predict auxillary
properties of entire graphs, as illustrated in Figure 1 (b.ii).
Context Prediction. Most of the existing off-the-shelf unsupervised node representation learning
methods are designed for node classification [14, 37, 49, 15, 25, 51] and enforce nearby nodes to
have similar embeddings. This is not suited for representation learning of an entire graph, where
capturing the structural similarity of local neighborhoods is more important [61, 42, 57]. To learn
node embeddings that capture local graph structure, we introduce Context Prediction, which is a novel
self-supervised node-level pre-training method that applies the distributional hypothesis [44, 31] to
the graph domain. In particular, we use node embeddings to predict surrounding graph structure, so
nodes that have similar surrounding graph structure will be mapped into similar representations.
Masking. To learn node embeddings that capture domain knowledge, we propose a novel self-
supervised node-level pre-training method called Masking. In Masking, we randomly mask input
node/edge attributes and let GNNs predict the masked attributes from the surrounding structure. For
example, in the chemistry application, we can use node embeddings to predict atom types of masked
atoms, as illustrated in Figure 2 (b). This forces the model to capture chemistry domain knowledge,
such as valency and the electronic or steric properties of functional groups [30].
Graph-level Prediction. To learn composable node embeddings that are useful for downstream
tasks, we can either perform (1) supervised graph-level pre-training on domain-specific auxiliary
tasks, or (2) self-supervised pre-training to predict structural properties of the graphs. Here, to directly
encode domain knowledge into graph embeddings, we take the first approach and combine our novel
Context Prediction and Masking methods with graph-level supervised pre-training. This ensures that
individual node embeddings are easily composed to obtain domain-specific representations of an
entire graph, as illustrated in Figure 1 (b.iii).
We extensively evaluate the above pre-training methods and their combinations (one from node-level
and another from graph-level) on two scientific applications of graph classification: molecular property
prediction in chemistry, and protein function prediction in biology. First, on many downstream tasks,
performing only graph-level supervised pre-training gives marginal performance gain or sometimes
even worsen the generalization performance compared to a non-pre-trained model. This phenomenon
is referred to as negative transfer [35, 43], which poses a significant problem when deploying pre-
trained models to real world applications, and has been previously observed for multi-task learning
of molecular property prediction tasks [39, 40, 54, 22]. When our node-level self-supervised pre-
training is combined with the graph-level supervised pre-training, negative transfer is completely
avoided across all the 8 downstream datasets of molecular prediction and all the 40 downstream
tasks of protein function prediction; thus, robustly transferable pre-trained models are achieved.
Furthermore, on these downstream tasks, GNNs pre-trained with such combined strategies achieve
significantly better out-of-distribution generalization performance than GNNs pretrained with a single
type of (or no) pre-training method. Specifically, on molecular property (resp. protein function)
prediction tasks, our combined pre-training methods give 7.2% (resp. 11.7%) higher average ROC-
AUC scores compared to the non-pre-trained GNNs, 4.1% (resp. 6.1%) higher average ROC-AUC
scores compared to GNNs pre-trained only with graph-level supervised auxillary tasks, and 3.1%
(resp. 9.8%) higher average ROC-AUC scores compared to GNNs pre-trained only with node-level
self-supervised tasks.
2 Preliminaries on Graph Neural Networks
We begin by formalizing the task of supervised learning of graphs, and review the basic components
of GNNs [13]. Then, we review existing methods for unsupervised representation learning on graphs.
Supervised learning of graphs. Let G = (V,E) denote a graph with node feature vectors Xv for
v ∈ V and edge feature vectors euv for (u, v) ∈ E. Given a set of graphs { G1, . . . , GN} and their
labels {y1, . . . , yN}, the task of graph supervised learning is to learn a representation vector hG that
helps predict the label of an entire graph, yG = g(hG).
Graph Neural Networks (GNNs). GNNs use the graph structure as well as node features and edge
features to learn a representation vector of a node, hv, and of the entire graph hG. Modern GNNs
follow a neighborhood aggregation strategy, where we iteratively update the representation of a
node by aggregating representations of its neighboring nodes and edges [13]. After k iterations of
aggregation, a node’s representation captures the structural information within its k-hop network
3
Input graph (a) Context prediction (b) Masking
Figure 2: Illustration of Context Prediction and Masking for pre-training GNNs. (a) In Context
Prediction, the substructure is defined as a K-hop subgraph around a selected center node, where K
is the number of GNN layers and is set to 2 in the figure. The context is defined as the surrounding
subgraph that is between r1- and r2-hop from the center node, where we use r1 = 1 and r2 = 4 in
the figure. (b) In Masking, the input node/edge attributes are randomly masked, and the GNN is
asked to predict them.
neighborhood. Formally, the k-th layer of a GNN is
h(k)v = COMBINE
(k)
(
h(k−1)v ,AGGREGATE
(k)
({(
h(k−1)v , h
(k−1)
u , euv
)
: u ∈ N (v)
}))
,
(2.1)
where h(k)v is the feature vector of node v at the k-th iteration/layer, euv is the feature vector of the
edge between u and v, and N (v) is a set of nodes adjacent to v. We initialize h(0)v = Xv .
To obtain the entire graph’s representation hG, the READOUT function pools node features from the
final iteration K,
hG = READOUT
({
h(K)v
∣∣ v ∈ G}). (2.2)
READOUT can be a simple permutation invariant function such as averaging or a more sophisticated
graph-level pooling function [59, 62].
Unsupervised node representation learning. There is abundant literature in unsupervised represen-
tation learning of nodes within graphs, which can be broadly classified into two frameworks. The
first framework is based on random walk-based objectives [14, 37, 49] or is further simplified to
reconstruct adjacency information [15, 25], i.e., predicting existence of edges. The second framework
is Deep Graph Infomax [51], which aims to train a node encoder that maximizes mutual information
between node representations and the pooled global graph representation. These frameworks are orig-
inally proposed and evaluated for node classification and link prediction tasks, and encourage nearby
nodes to have similar embeddings. This, however, can be sub-optimal for graph-level prediction tasks,
where capturing structural similarity of local neighborhood is often more important [61, 42, 57].
3 Strategies for pre-training Graph Neural Networks
Our aim of pre-training GNNs is to generate node embeddings that (1) capture structural similarities
of neighborhood structure, (2) are composable to give accurate representations of the entire graph,
and (3) capture domain knowledge. We achieve these goals by our methods categorized in Figure 1
(a), which we detail in the following.
3.1 Context Prediction: Learning node embeddings to capture local graph structure
One successful hypothesis in NLP is the distributional hypothesis [44], which states that words with
similar meaning occur in similar contexts. Word2vec is a successful application of this hypothesis
[31], which obtains word embeddings by using them to predict context words. Here the context words
are simply defined as surrounding words in the same sentence. To pre-train GNNs, we apply this
hypothesis to the complex graph domain. Here two challenges arise: (1) how to define “words” and
“contexts” in the graph domain, and (2) how to represent the contexts in the prediction problem. In
the following, we address these challenges.
Words and contexts in graph domain. To define the analogy of words in the graph domain, we
note that the final node embedding h(K)v obtained by GNNs encode the K-hop subgraph structure
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centered at node v. Therefore, if we use the node embeddings to predict context, the analogy of
words in the graph domain would be the K-hop subgraph centered at each node, which is depicted
as “substructure” in Figure 2 (a). Analogously, the context can be defined as the graph structure
surrounding the K-hop subgraph, i.e., the subgraph that is between r1- and r2-hop from the center
node, depicted as “context” in Figure 2 (a). We require r1 < K so that some nodes are shared
between substructure and context, and we call these shared nodes context anchor nodes.
Encoding context into a fixed vector using another GNN. Unlike NLP, context in the graph domain
is a structured object, which is non-trivial as a prediction target. Here to enable such prediction, we
encode the structured object as a fixed-length vector using another GNN with learnable parameters.
This allows us to apply the framework of negative sampling in word2vec [31] to predict context
represented as a vector. To obtain the vector for context, as depicted in Fig. 2 (a), we first apply
the context GNN (denoted as GNN′ in Fig. 2 (a)) to obtain node embeddings in the context graph.
We then average the embeddings across the context anchor nodes to obtain the fixed-length context
embedding. For node v in graph G, we denote the corresponding context embedding as cGv .
Learning via negative sampling. We apply negative sampling [31, 58] to learn the two GNNs
jointly: one for encoding the substructure to obtain node embedding h(K)v , and another for encoding
the context to obtain context embedding cG
′
v′ for node v
′ from graph G′. Specifically, our learning
objective is binary classification of whether a given substructure context pair is true (positive) or false
(negative):
σ
(
h(K)>v c
G′
v′
)
≈ 1{v and v′ are the same node in G}, (3.1)
where σ(·) is the sigmoid function, and 1(·) is the indicator function. We either let v′ = v and
G′ = G (for the positive substructure context pair), or randomly sample v′ from a randomly chosen
graph G′ (for the negative substructure context pair). We use the negative sampling ratio of 1 (one
negative pair per positive pair), and use the negative log likelihood as the loss function. After training,
we expect the first GNN to map substructures with similar surrounding contexts to similar vectors in
the embedding space.
It should be noted that similar intuition has been explored in the literature [32, 19, 63]. However,
crucially, all of these methods use distinct embeddings for different substructures/contexts without
any parameter sharing; thus, they are inherently not inductive, cannot be fine-tuned in an end-to-end
manner, and cannot capture large and diverse substructures/contexts due to data sparsity. All of these
issues can be elegantly handled by our framework using GNNs. It should be also noted that our way
of applying distributional hypothesis to the graph domain is fundamentally different from existing
unsupervised node representation learning methods based on random walks [14, 37], which define
context as surrounding nodes, not surrounding structure. Consequently, the existing methods capture
positional information of nodes within a graph, rather than their neighboring structure information.
3.2 Masking: Learning node embeddings to capture domain knowledge
A different approach to pre-train GNNs would be to design a node-level self-supervised task so that
by performing the task, the pre-trained GNNs can uncover domain-specific principles hidden in data.
In NLP, BERT pre-trained models have achieved impressive performance on a wide range of down-
stream tasks [8]. At the core of BERT is the masked language model, which is a self-supervised
prediction task to encourage the model to capture useful domain knowledge about language.
Here, for graph structured data, we propose to mask domain-specific attributes associated with nodes
or edges, and let GNNs predict those attributes based on neighboring structure. Figure 2 (b) illustrates
our proposed method for the node masking case applied to a molecular graph. We mask input
node/edge attributes, for example atom type, by replacing them with special masked indicators. We
then apply GNNs to obtain the corresponding node/edge embeddings (we get edge embeddings by
simply summing the embeddings of its two end-nodes). Finally, we use a linear model on top of the
embeddings to predict the masked node/edge attributes.
We use Masking to learn meaningful neighboring structure that reflects domain-specific knowledge.
For example, we can apply Masking on molecular graphs, as shown in Figure 2 (b), so that GNNs
can learn simple chemistry rules such as valency, as well as potentially more complex chemistry
phenomenon such as the electronic or steric properties of functional groups. Another interesting
application of our Masking is PPI networks with multiple edge types, each of which indicates a
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different kind of interaction between a pair of proteins. Here, predicting masked edge types based on
neighboring structure enables GNNs to learn how different edge types relate and interact with each
other.
3.3 Graph-level Prediction: Learning composable node embeddings
Having obtained node embeddings that capture the graph structure and/or domain knowledge, we then
pre-train GNNs to generate node embeddings that can be effectively composed to obtain meaningful
representations of an entire graph. As illustrated in Figure 1 (b.iii), this ensures both node and graph
embeddings are of high-quality; thus, the graph embeddings are more robust and transferable to
diverse downstream tasks.
As shown in Figure 1 (a), there are two options possible for graph-level pre-training: learn composable
embeddings either (1) by making predictions on domain-specific auxiliary supervised tasks, or, (2) by
performing self-supervised prediction on graph-level structure, e.g., graph edit distance [3] or graph
structure similarity [33]. As the graph-level representations will be directly used for fine-tuning on
downstream graph-level prediction tasks, it is desirable to directly encode domain-specific information
into the graph embeddings. Therefore, we focus on the first approach and introduce domain-specific
tasks for graph-level supervised pre-training of GNNs, which we detail in Section 4.
4 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate GNN pre-training methods in Section 3 on two important scientific
applications of graph classification, namely, molecular property prediction in chemistry, and protein
function prediction in biology. We find that (1) naïvely performing only node-level self-supervised
pre-training or only graph-level supervised pre-training is not enough to achieve robust performance
gain over non-pre-trained models across diverse downstream tasks, but that (2) the combination of
both node-level and graph-level pre-training methods can significantly and consistently improve
out-of-distribution generalization performance on diverse downstream tasks.
Chemical/Biological graphs. In chemistry, molecules can be represented by chemical graphs
composed of atoms (nodes) and chemical bonds (edges). We use 8 binary classification datasets from
MoleculeNet [52] as our downstream tasks (some datasets contain multiple prediction tasks), whose
statistics are summarized in Table 1 and details are provided in Appendix B. Most of our chemical
graphs contain around 10 to 30 nodes corresponding to heavy (non-hydrogen) atoms. In biology, PPI
networks can be represented by biological graphs composed of proteins (unlabeled nodes) and PPI
relationships (edges with 7 categorical attributes indicating different types of interactions between
proteins). PPI network subgraphs centered at a protein of interest (i.e., ego-networks) are used to
predict their biological functions. We define fine-grained protein functions as Gene Ontology (GO)
annotations that are leaves in the GO hierarchy, and define coarse-grained protein functions as GO
annotations that are the immediate parents of leaves [2, 7]. For example, a fine-grained protein
function is “Factor XII activation”, while a coarse-grained function is “positive regulation of protein”.
The former is a specific type of the latter, and is much harder to derive experimentally. As downstream
tasks, we perform binary classification on 40 fine-grained protein functions; therefore, we have 40
prediction tasks. The number of graphs is 88K derived from PPI networks of 8 labelled species, and
the average graph size is 49 nodes with 365 edges. Additional details about the datasets, and the
features of the molecule and protein graphs can be found in Appendix B and C.
Pre-training datasets. For pre-training with molecular graphs, we use 2 million unlabeled molecules
sampled from the ZINC15 database [47] for the self-supervised pre-training, and use a preprocessed
ChEMBL dataset [29, 12], containing 456K molecules with 1310 kinds of binary biochemical assays,
for the graph-level supervised pre-training. For pre-training with protein graphs, we use 395K
unlabeled protein ego-networks derived from PPI networks of 50 species for the self-supervised
pre-training, and use the 88K protein ego-networks to jointly predict their 5000 coarse-grained
protein function labels for the graph-level supervised pre-training.
Dataset splitting. In many scientific applications of machine learning, conventional random split is
overly optimistic and does not simulate the real-world use case, where test graphs can be structurally
different from training graphs [52, 65]. To relect the actual use case, we split the downstream data in
the following ways to evaluate the models’ out-of-distribution generalization performance.
For molecular prediction tasks, following [38], we cluster molecules by graph substructure [4], and
recombine the clusters by placing the most common scaffolds (molecular substructures) in the training
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set, producing validation and test sets that contain structurally different molecules. Prior work has
shown that this scaffold split provides a more realistic estimate of model performance in prospective
evaluation compared to random split [6, 45]. The split for train/validation/test sets is 80%:10%:10%.
In the PPI network, species split simulates a scenario where we have only high-level coarse-grained
knowledge on a subset of proteins (prior set) in a species of interest (human in our experiments), and
want to predict fine-grained biological functions for the rest of the proteins in that species (test set).
For species split, we use 50% of the protein subgraphs from human as test set, and 50% as a prior
set containing only coarse-grained protein annotations. The protein subgraphs from 7 other labelled
species (arabidopsis, celegans, ecoli, fly, mouse, yeast, zebrafish) are used as train and validation sets,
which are split 85% : 15%. The effective split ratio for the train/validation/prior/test sets is 69% :
12% : 9.5% : 9.5%.
All the chemical/biological test graphs that are used for downstream test evaluation are removed from
the graph-level supervised pre-training datasets; thus, during the supervised pre-training in our PPI
experiments, we only use train/validation/prior graphs to predict their coarse-grained protein labels.
GNN architectures. Throughout the experiments, we use the Graph Isomorphism Network (GIN)
[53]. We select the following hyper-parameters that performed well across all downstream tasks in
the validation sets: 300 dimensional hidden units, 5 GNN layers (K = 5), Batch Normalization [18]
and dropout [46] at each layer, and average pooling for the READOUT function. All models are
trained with Adam optimizer [24] with a learning rate of 0.001. We use Pytorch [36] and Pytorch
Geometric [10] for all of our implementation. Additional details can be found in Appendix A.
Pre-training procedure. For Context Prediction illustrated in Figure 2 (a), on molecular graphs,
we define context graphs by setting inner radius r1 = 4, and on PPI networks, we use r1 = 1.
For both molecular and PPI graphs, we let outer radius r2 = r1 + 3, and use a 3-layer GNN to
encode the context structure. For Masking shown in Figure 2 (b), we randomly mask 15% of
node (for molecular graphs) or edge attributes (for PPI networks) for prediction. We run all pre-
training methods for 100 epochs. As baselines for node-level self-supervised pre-training, we adopt
the original Edge Prediction (denoted by EdgePred) [15] and Deep Graph Infomax (denoted by
Infomax) [51] implementations. For self-supervised pre-training, we use a batch size of 256, while
for supervised pre-training, we use batch size of 32 with dropout rate of 20%. We combine node-level
self-supervised pre-training and graph-level supervised pre-training by first performing the node-level
pre-training, and subsequently performing the graph-level pre-training.
Fine-tuning procedure. After pre-training, models are fine-tuned using the training sets of the
downstream task datasets. We apply randomly-initialized linear classifiers on top of the graph-level
representations to predict labels in the downstream tasks. We fine-tune the entire models with a batch
size of 32 and dropout rate of 50%. Datasets with multiple prediction tasks are fit jointly. On the
molecular property prediction datasets, we train models for 100 epochs, while on the protein function
prediction dataset (with the 40 binary prediction tasks), we train models for 50 epochs.
Evaluation. We evaluate test performance on downstream tasks using ROC-AUC [5] with the
validation early stopping protocol, i.e., test ROC-AUC at the best validation epoch is reported. For
datasets with multiple prediction tasks, we take the average ROC-AUC across all their tasks. The
downstream experiments are run with 10 random seeds, and we report mean ROC-AUC and standard
deviation.
Results and discussion. We report the test results for molecular property prediction and protein
function prediction in Table 1 and Figure 3, respectively. We observe the following trends across
datasets/tasks and domains:
1. When only graph-level supervised pre-training is performed, we observe negative transfer in
many downstream datasets/tasks (2 out of 8 datasets in molecular prediction, and 12 out of
40 tasks in protein function prediction. See the shaded cells of Table 1, and the highlighted
region in the middle panel of Figure 3). Such negative transfer is completely avoided when
node-level self-supervised pre-training is combined with graph-level supervised pre-training.
This indicates that appropriate node-level pre-training can regularize GNNs to learn robust
and transferable graph-level representations during graph-level supervised pre-training, as
illustrated in Figure 1 (b.iii).
2. Combining the node- and graph-level pre-training methods gives significantly better gener-
alization performance than only performing a single type of (or no) pre-training method.
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Dataset BBBP Tox21 ToxCast SIDER ClinTox MUV HIV BACE Average
# Molecules 2039 7831 8575 1427 1478 93087 41127 1513 /
# Prediction tasks 1 12 617 27 2 17 1 1 /
Pre-training strategy Out-of-distribution prediction (scaffold split)Graph-level Node-level
None None 65.8 ±4.5 74.0 ±0.8 63.4 ±0.6 57.3 ±1.6 58.0 ±4.4 71.8 ±2.5 75.3 ±1.9 70.1 ±5.4 67.0
None Infomax 68.8 ±0.8 75.3 ±0.5 62.7 ±0.4 58.4 ±0.8 69.9 ±3.0 75.3 ±2.5 76.0 ±0.7 75.9 ±1.6 70.3
None EdgePred 67.3 ±2.4 76.0 ±0.6 64.1 ±0.6 60.4 ±0.7 64.1 ±3.7 74.1 ±2.1 76.3 ±1.0 79.9 ±0.9 70.3
None Masking 64.3 ±2.8 76.7 ±0.4 64.2 ±0.5 61.0 ±0.7 71.8 ±4.1 74.7 ±1.4 77.2 ±1.1 79.3 ±1.6 71.1
None ContextPred 68.0 ±2.0 75.7 ±0.7 63.9 ±0.6 60.9 ±0.6 65.9 ±3.8 75.8 ±1.7 77.3 ±1.0 79.6 ±1.2 70.9
Supervised None 68.3 ±0.7 77.0 ±0.3 64.4 ±0.4 62.1 ±0.5 57.2 ±2.5 79.4 ±1.3 74.4 ±1.2 76.9 ±1.0 70.0
Supervised Infomax 68.0 ±1.8 77.8 ±0.3 64.9 ±0.7 60.9 ±0.6 71.2 ±2.8 81.3 ±1.4 77.8 ±0.9 80.1 ±0.9 72.8
Supervised EdgePred 66.6 ±2.2 78.3 ±0.3 66.5 ±0.3 63.3 ±0.9 70.9 ±4.6 78.5 ±2.4 77.5 ±0.8 79.1 ±3.7 72.6
Supervised Masking 66.5 ±2.5 77.9 ±0.4 65.1 ±0.3 63.9 ±0.9 73.7 ±2.8 81.2 ±1.9 77.1 ±1.2 80.3 ±0.9 73.2
Supervised ContextPred 68.7 ±1.3 78.1 ±0.6 65.7 ±0.6 62.7 ±0.8 72.6 ±1.5 81.3 ±2.1 79.9 ±0.7 84.5 ±0.7 74.2
Table 1: Test ROC-AUC (%) performance on molecular prediction benchmarks with different
pre-training strategies. The rightmost column averages the mean of test performance across the 8
datasets. The best result for each dataset and the comparable results that are within one standard
deviation from the best ones are bolded. The shaded cells indicate negative transfer, i.e., ROC-AUC
of pre-trained models is worse than that of the non-pre-trained models.
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Pre-training strategy Out-of-dist.
Graph-level Node-level (species split)
None None 64.2 ±1.4
None Infomax 63.6 ±1.2
None EdgePred 66.1 ±1.5
None ContextPred 64.8 ±1.3
None Masking 64.3 ±1.4
Supervised None 69.8 ±2.2
Supervised Infomax 71.7 ±1.8
Supervised EdgePred 72.9 ±1.2
Supervised ContextPred 74.3 ±0.9
Supervised Masking 75.9 ±0.8
Table 1: Test AUC performance on molecular prediction benchmarks with different pre-
training strategies (%). The best ones and the comparable ones that are within one standard
deviation from the best ones are bolded.
Strategies for Pre-training Graph Neural Networks
Anonymous Author(s)
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pre-training only
Figure 3: Test ROC-AUC of protein function prediction. (Left) Test ROC-AUC scores (%)
obtained by different pre-training strategies, where the scores are averaged over the 40 fine-grained
prediction tasks. (Middle and right): Each figure represents a scatter plot comparison of ROC-AUC
scores for a pair f pre-training strategies on the 40 individual downstream tasks. Each point in a
figure represents a particular individual downstream task. (Middle): We see that there are many
individual downstream tasks where the graph-level supervised pre-trained model performs worse
than the non-pre-trained model, which indicates negative transfer. (Right): When the graph-level
supervised pre-training and our Masking are combined, the negative transfer is completely avoided
across all the 40 individual downstream tasks.
3. Our proposed node-level self-supervised pre-training methods (Masking and Context Predic-
tion) give particularly promising results compared with existing methods (Edge Prediction
and Infomax), especially when combined with graph-level supervised pre-training.
4. In the molecular property prediction, as shown in Table 1, our Context Prediction + graph-
level supervised pre-training strategy gives the most promising performance, leading to an
increase in average ROC-AUC of 7.2% over the non-pre-trained baseline and 4.2% over the
graph-level supervised pre-trained baseline.
5. In the protein function prediction, as seen in Figure 3, our Masking + graph-level supervised
pre-training strategy gives superior generalization performance compared to the other
baselines across almost all the 40 individual prediction tasks, improving average ROC-
AUC by 11.7% over the non-pre-trained baseline and 6.1% over the graph-level supervised
pre-trained baseline.
6. Finally, at the fine-tuning stage, our pre-trained models achieve significantly faster training
convergence than the non-pre-trained model across all downstream datasets (see Figures
4 and 5 in Appendix D). One possible explanation is that the pre-trained GNNs learn
discriminative graph features in the process of performing pre-training tasks, which makes
training on downstream tasks easier than starting from scratch.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, on a variety of downstream tasks in the scientific domains, we demonstrate that pre-
training can significantly and consistently increase the out-of-distribution generalization capabilities
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of GNNs. Crucially, to achieve this, the node-level and graph-level pre-training methods need to be
effectively combined, which ensures that the node embeddings capture neighborhood semantics and
can be pooled to obtain a representation of an entire graph useful for a variety of downstream tasks.
Otherwise, we observe negative transfer in many downstream tasks, which significantly limits the
applicability and reliability of pre-trained GNNs. Overall, we believe pre-training is a promising
approach to close the gap of applying GNNs to real-world scientific problems.
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A Details of GNN architectures
Here we describe GNN architectures used in our in molecular property and protein function prediction
experiments. Both follow the architecture of GIN [53] with some minor modifications to include
edge features as well as center node information in the protein ego-networks.
Molecular property prediction. In molecular property prediction, the raw node features and edge
features are both 2-dimensional categorical vectors (see Appendix B for the detail), denoted as
(iv,1, iv,2) and (je,1, je,2) for node v and edge e, respectively. Note that we also introduce unique
categories to indicate masked node/edges as well as self-loop edges. As input features to GNNs, we
first embed the categorical vectors by
h(0)v = EmbNode1(iv,1) + EmbNode2(iv,2)
h(k)e = EmbEdge
(k)
1 (je,1) + EmbEdge
(k)
2 (je,2) for k = 0, 1, . . . ,K − 1,
where EmbNode1(·), EmbNode2(·), EmbEdge(k)1 (·), and EmbNode(k)1 (·) represent embedding
operations that map integer indices to d-dimensional real vectors, and k represents the index of GNN
layers. At the k-th layer, GNNs update node representations as
h(k)v = ReLU
MLP(k)
 ∑
u∈N (v)∪{v}
h(k−1)u +
∑
e=(v,u):u∈N (v)∪{v}
h(k−1)e
 , (A.1)
where N (v) is a set of nodes adjacent to v, and e = (v, v) represents the self-loop edge. Note that
for the final layer, i.e., k = K, we removed the ReLU from Eq. (A.1) so that h(k)v can take negative
values. This is crucial for pre-training methods based on the dot product, e.g., Context Prediction and
Edge Prediction, as otherwise, the dot product between two vectors would be always positive.
The graph-level representation hG is obtained by averaging the node embeddings at the final layer,
i.e.,
hG = MEAN({h(K)v | v ∈ G}). (A.2)
The label prediction is made by a linear model on top of hG.
In our experiments, we set all the embedding dimension d to 300. For MLPs in Eq. (A.1), we use the
ReLU activation with 600 hidden units. We apply batch normalization [18] right before the ReLU in
Eq. (A.1) and apply dropout [46] to h(k)v at all the layers except the input layer.
Protein function prediction. The GNN architecture used for protein function prediction is similar to
the one used for molecular property prediction except for a few differences. First, the raw input node
features are uniform (denoted as X here) and second, the raw input edge features are binary vectors
(see Appendix C for the detail), which we denote as ce ∈ {0, 1}d0 . As input features to GNNs, we
first embed the raw features by
h(0)v = X
h(k)e =Wce + b for k = 0, 1, . . . ,K − 1,
where W ∈ Rd×d0 and b ∈ Rd are learnable parameters, and h(0)v , h(k)e ∈ Rd. At each layer, GNNs
update node representations as
h(k)v = ReLU
MLP(k)
CONCAT
 ∑
u∈N (v)∪{v}
h(k−1)u ,
∑
e=(v,u):u∈N (v)∪{v}
h(k−1)e
 ,
(A.3)
where CONCAT(·, ·) takes two vectors as input and concatenates them. Since the downstream task
is ego-network classification, we use the embedding of the center node vcenter together with the
embedding of the entire ego-network. More specifically, we obtain graph-level representation hG by
hG = CONCAT
(
MEAN({h(K)v | v ∈ G}), h(K)vcenter
)
. (A.4)
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B Details of molecular datasets
Input graph representation. For simplicity, we use a minimal set of node and bond features that
unambiguously describe the two-dimensional structure of molecules.
• Node features:
– Atom number: [1, 118]
– Chirality tag: {unspecified, tetrahedral cw, tetrahedral ccw, other}
• Edge features:
– Bond type: {single, double, triple, aromatic}
– Bond direction: {none, endupright, enddownright}
Downstream task datasets. 8 binary graph classification datasets from Moleculenet [52] are used to
evaluate model performance.
• BBBP. Blood-brain barrier penetration (membrane permeability) [28].
• Tox21. Toxicity data on 12 biological targets, including nuclear receptors and stress response
pathways [50].
• ToxCast. Toxicology measurements based on over 600 in vitro high-throughput screenings
[41].
• SIDER. Database of marketed drugs and adverse drug reactions (ADR), grouped into 27
system organ classes [27].
• ClinTox. Qualitative data classifying drugs approved by the FDA and those that have failed
clinical trials for toxicity reasons [34, 1].
• MUV. Subset of PubChem BioAssay by applying a refined nearest neighbor analysis,
designed for validation of virtual screening techniques [11].
• HIV. Experimentally measured abilities to inhibit HIV replication [17].
• BACE. Qualitative binding results for a set of inhibitors of human β-secretase 1 [48].
C Details of protein datasets
Input graph representation. The protein subgraphs only have edge features.
• Edge features:
– Neighbourhood: {True, False}
– Fusion: {True, False}
– Co-occurrence: {True, False}
– Co-expression: {True, False}
– Experiment: {True, False}
– Database: {True, False}
– Text: {True, False}
These edge features indicate whether a particular type of relationship exists between a pair of proteins:
• Neighbourhood: if a pair of genes are consistently observed in each other’s genome neigh-
bourhood
• Fusion: if a pair of proteins have their respective orthologs fused into a single protein-coding
gene in another organism
• Co-occurrence: if a pair of proteins tend to be observed either as present or absent in the
same subset of organisms
• Co-expression: if a pair of proteins share similar expression patterns
• Experiment: if a pair of proteins are experimentally observed to physically interact with
each other
14
• Database: if a pair of proteins belong to the same pathway, based on assessments by a human
curator
• Text mining: if a pair of proteins are mentioned together in PubMed abstracts
Datasets. A dataset containing protein subgraphs from 50 species is used [65]. The original PPI
networks contain edge attributes that correspond to the degree of confidence for 7 different types of
protein-protein relationships. The edge weights range from 0, which indicates no evidence for the
specific relationship, to 1000, which indicates the highest confidence. The weighted edges of the
PPI networks are thresholded such that the distribution of edge types across the 50 PPI networks are
uniform. Then, for every node in the PPI networks, subgraphs centered on each node were generated
by: (1) performing a breadth first search to select the subgraph nodes, with a search depth limit of 2
and a maximum number of 10 neighbors randomly expanded per node, (2) including the selected
subgraph nodes and all the edges between those nodes to form the resulting subgraph.
The entire dataset contains 394,925 protein subgraphs derived from 50 species. Out of these 50
species, 8 species (arabidopsis, celegans, ecoli, fly, human, mouse, yeast, zebrafish) have proteins
with GO protein annotations. The dataset contains 88,000 protein subgraphs from these 8 species, of
which 57,448 proteins have at least one positive coarse-grained GO protein annotation and 22,876
proteins have at least one positive fine-grained GO protein annotation. For the self-supervised
pre-training dataset, we use all 394,925 protein subgraphs. The supervised pre-training dataset and
the downstream evaluation dataset are derived from the 8 labeled species, as described in Section 4.
The 40-th most common fine-grained protein label only has 121 positively annotated proteins, while
the 40-th most common coarse-grained protein label has 9386 positively annotated proteins. This
illustrates the extreme label scarcity of our downstream tasks.
For supervised pre-training, we combine the train, validation, and prior sets described previously,
with the 5,000 most common coarse-grained protein function annotations as binary labels. For our
downstream task, we predict the 40 most common fine-grained protein function annotations, to ensure
that each protein function has at least 10 positive labels in our test set.
D Additional experimental results
Training and validation curves. In Figures 4 and 5, we plot training and validation curves for all
the datasets we used in the experiments.
Additional scatter plot comparisons of ROC-AUCs. In Figure 6, we compare our supervised +
Context Prediction pre-training with a non-pretrained model and a supervised pre-trained model. We
see from the left figure that the combined strategy again completely avoids negative transfer across
all the 40 downstream tasks. Furthermore, we see from the right figure that adding our node-level
Context Prediction pre-training almost always improves ROC-AUC scores of supervised pre-trained
models across the 40 downstream tasks.
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Figure 4: Training curves of different pre-traning strategies. The dashed lines indicate the validation
curves.
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Figure 5: Training curves of different pre-traning strategies on the protein function prediction task.
The dashed lines indicate the validation curves.
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Figure 6: Scatter plot comparisons of ROC-AUC scores of our graph-level supervised + Context
Prediction pre-training strategy versus the two baseline strategies (non-pre-trained and graph-level
supervised pre-trained) on the 40 individual downstream tasks of predicting different fine-grained
protein function labels.
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